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Argomenti Svolti: 
 
 
Modulo 1:  REVISION UNIT 1- UNIT 2 - ottobre-novembre 
 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNIT 1 KNOWLEDGE  UNIT 2 

DECISIONS  
Vocabulary:life choices and word buider 
Grammar Will: Prediction and future 
facts; Verb Tenses may/might; Future 
possibility 
Functions:Predicting your future; 
discussing hopes and aspirations; taling 
about future possibility 
Skills and culture: 
Reading: Decisions! Decisions! 
Speaking:  Talking about how you 
make decisions 
Listening: Three teenager talking about 
the decisions 
Writing: a short test about your future 

THE ENVIRONMENT  
Grammar: 1 Conditional; when, as soon 
as, unless; Future Forms with will; Offers 
and Promises 
Functions: Discussing the environment; 
talking about present and future 
conditions; discussing dilemma and 
choices 
Skills and culture: 
Reading: Shark Alert 
Speaking:Discussing issues raised in a 
radio interview 
Listening: An interview with an animal 
rights activist 
Writing: A short test about an 
endangered species 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

CRIME 
Vocabulary: Crime; types of thieves; 
daily routine; Grammar: Past continuous; 
Past continuous and Past Simple 
Functions: Discussing crime and 
punishment; talking about what was 
happening; describing past events 
Skills and culture: 
Reading: The real Michael Jackson? 
Speaking:  Predicting the ending of a 
short story 
Listening: The ending of the short story 
Writing: a newspaper article 

JOBS 
Vocabulary: Skills and qualities jobs 
Grammar: Must, mustn’t, have to, don’t 
have to 
Functions:Discussing skills and 
qualities; talking about obligation and 
prohibition; describing rules; talking 
about necessity 
Skills and culture 
Reading: Wall of Death 
Speaking:  Discussing issues raised in a 
newspaper article 
Listening:Four teenagers talking about 
the job thet’ d like 
Writing:A short text about th working 
day of a friend 

 
MODULO 2: UNIT 3- UNIT 4-UNIT 5: dicembre - gennaio- febbraio 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNIT 5 

MUSIC 
Vocabulary:Types of music; instruments; People in music 
Grammar: Adverbs of manner; comparative adverbs (not) as….as 
Functions:Discussing musical preferences, talking about how well you do things; 
comparing ability 
Skills and culture: 
Reading: Eight steps to fame and fortune 
Speaking:  discussing music tastes and bands 
Listening:A teenager musician talking about his band 
Writing: A description of your favorite band 

 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNIT 3 KNOWLEDGE UNIT 4 

 



 
 
 
 
 
Modulo 3:UNIT 6 - UNIT 7 marzo- aprile- maggio 
 
 

KNOWLEDGE UNIT 6 KNOWLEDGE UNIT 7 

 

HEALTH PROBLEMS AND 
REMEDIES 
Vocabulary:The body; health problems 
and remedies; housework 
Grammar: Should, ought to; had better; 
advice as let and make 
Functions:Talking about health; giving 
and taking advice; talking about 
obligation and permission 
Skills and culture 
Reading: Ask Amy! 
Speaking: Discussing holiday 
preferences 
Listening:Two teenagers discussing 
school exchange trips 
Writing: A reply to a letter on a website 

FITNESS 
Vocabulary:Fitness Activities; 
equipment; food and drink 
Grammar: Revision Present Perfect 
with ever and never, just, already,(not) 
yet; still and duration form with for and 
since 
Functions: Talking about keeping fit; 
talking about experiences 
Skills and culture 
Reading: Fantastic fitness fads 
Speaking:  Discussing extraordinary 
abilities 
Listening: Two teenagers doing a 
magazine quiz 
Writing: A biography of a famous 
person 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
MODULO 4:BUSINESS EXPERT :SECTION 1(UNIT 1)- SECTION 2 (UNIT 
2)- aprile-maggio 
 
 

BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE 
SECTION 1 

BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE  
SECTION 2 

 

 
 
UNIT 1: INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
Business in its economic background 
 -Economic system 
-Mature and emerging markets 
- The regulation of international trade 
- Trading blocs 
- E-commerce 

 
UNIT 2:THE BASIC OF BUSINESS 
COMMUNICATION 
- Writing business: emails and letters 
- Netiquettes 
-Speaking business 

 
 
 
 
Inoltre sono stati svolti numerosi ripassi ed approfondimenti  di esercizi grammaticali 
(utilizzando il libro Mastering Grammar); traduzioni di canzoni ed la visione del film:  
“DUFF”(in aula multimediale) 
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